
DATE: May 23, 2018 

BID NO. ITB 18-039 ADDENDUM No. 1 

Project.: Remodeling for Probation & Parole Lease Space 

This addendum is being issued to make changes to specifications, drawings and providing 

answers to questions received.  

Revisions to the Solicitation documents: 

1. See revised plans attached as Sheets A-102, A-103, and A-110, Changes are noted on

the plans.

2. Specification sheets A-900 and A-901 have been adjusted to improve printing issues with

previous font.

3. Revised Door Schedule see page A-110.

4. See attached Sign-In Sheet for the Mandatory Pre Bid Meeting.

Questions and Answer: 

1. The Demo Plan shows a door being removed to the left of the stairway.  On A 103 The
new floor plan doesn’t mention filling in the wall where the door was.  I assume we will
fill in the wall.  The office that the door used to go into from the hallway shows getting
the office painted.  What about the hallway? Does it get painted in this contract or just
patch the drywall and leave it for another project?
Answer: The removal of this door was shown in error. Drawings A-102 and A-103 have
been corrected.

2. A-102 The corner entry into the existing hallway 106 says remove carpet in this
area.  Does it just go to the partition and not the entire room?
Answer: Yes, the existing carpet is to be removed only to the line of the new partition.

3. There are four areas where a new door is installed into an office or a doorway is made
wider.  What happens to the floor at these doorways? No doubt there is no flooring
under the wall.  I would assume that the VCT gets patched as good as possible.
Answer: Yes, existing flooring is to be matched as close as possible. Refer to General
Note 5 added to Drawing A-103.
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4. A-103 On the second floor there are two office doors that come out and filled in, and a 

new door cut into the wall between both offices.  The drawing doesn’t show the offices 
being painted.  Do they get painted? 
Answer:  Only the walls where new drywall is installed need to be painted.  Paint from 

corner to corner.  Refer to note added to Drawing A-103. 

5. A-103 Second Floor The hall 201 gets painted from the right to the left until the last new 
door.  Does the rest of the hall get painted? 
Answer: All of Hall 201 gets painted pursuant to Sheet Note 1; patch and paint south 
wall of hall between new doors 201A & 201B due to removed signage, refer to Sheet 
Note 5 added to Drawing A-103. 
 

6. Where doors are cut in or removed, how will the flooring be addressed in that area? 

Answer: Match as best as possible with flooring in the area using what is being removed 

or patch with similar material.  Refer to General Note 5 added to Drawing A-103. 

  

7. Are all circuits in the Data room isolated ground? 

Answer: It is unknown at this point, install new receptacle as called for on Drawing A103. 

 

8. Will power by the Contractor need to be provided during construction? 

Answer: Existing utilities may be used by the contractor at no charge. 

 

9. Is Department of Corrections (DOC) involved? 

Answer: Yes, the Tampa DOC office has been involved.  

   

10. Will the Sheriff’s Office access control on Door 106A require power and will the 

specified hardware coordinate? 

Answer: If power or modifications to the specified hardware are required, this will be 

handled by change order.  

 

11. Will any modifications or additions to the existing fire alarm system be required?   

Answer: Only if required by Fire Marshall’s review.  If this information becomes 

available during the bidding period it will be included in an addendum.  

 

12. Should the existing electrical receptacle at the new lavatory location in the testing room 

be removed?   

Answer: Yes, receptacle should be removed and a blank cover plate installed. 

  

13. How will the ac duct and lighting be handled when the testing room is created? 

Answer:  See Ceiling Plan on Drawing A-110 
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14. How will the radiators be handled where they conflict with a new wall?   

Answer: The radiators are to be removed and disposed as they are no longer used.  
Cap the pipes flush with floor finish or behind the wall finish and patch the walls.  Refer 
to revised General Note 1 on Drawing A-102. 

 

15. What is required where wall finishes must be removed to relocate lavatory piping?   

Answer: Cap the piping behind the wall finish and patch the wall to match existing as 

near as possible.  Refer to note added to Drawing A-102. 

 

16. Can new interior doors be 6’-8” instead of 7’-0”?  

Answer: Yes, Door Schedule has been revised to reflect this. 

 

17. What are the required dimensions for the new framing and plexiglass at the service 

window? 

Answer:  Refer to the revised reception desk elevations on Drawing A-110 attached as 

part of this Addendum.  Field measure to match existing opening width and extended 

height.  

 

18. What should be done with existing vertical blinds where new partitions intersect existing 

windows?  

Answer:   Existing blinds conflicting with new construction should be removed and 

properly disposed of. 

 

19. Is the location of Door 202A immediately west of the existing column fixed or can it be 

located to avoid obstructions?  

Answer:  Door 202A can be located anywhere between the wall & data outlet where no 

obstructions exist.  Refer to revised Drawing A-103. 

 

20. How will exit lights be mounted over new exterior door? 

Answer:  Exit lights are shown on ceiling plan.  

 

21.  How will new walls that must go above existing ceiling be handled due to piping and   

wiring in ceiling? 

Answer:  Terminate all new walls 4” above dropped ceilings.  Refer to General Note 4 

added to Drawing A-103. 

 

22. Are Contractors expected to paint and repair doorway to Data room? 

Answer: No 

 

23. Will the County be responsible for moving the Certification Board, Sheriff’s Star and 

words, glass bulletin board and antenna in 2nd floor hallway? 
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Answer: Yes, the County staff will remove and relocate  

24. Who is the contact person if a Contractor or sub needs access?

Answer:  Contact Dave Gossard at 381-2128
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